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The Local Accountability Journalism Tracker curates local news stories in the United States 
that resulted in substantial accountability or change. Published on a Tumblr website, each local 
news story includes a blurb detailing what the story was about as well as the accountability or 
change that followed the story’s publication. News stories must meet the following criteria for 
inclusion: 
1. Be published by a news outlet in the United States; 
2. Cover a social issue or criminal activity at the local level;1 
3. Lead to heightened awareness (whether local, national, or international) in the general 
public about the social issue or criminal activity; 
4. Contribute to major accountability or change at an institutional level (e.g., government, 
education, church); in the case of criminal activity, contribute to the identification, arrest, 
and/or sentencing of the perpetrator(s) 
The Local Accountability Journalism Tracker was published during a time of uncertainty, when 
COVID-19 cases continue to ravage and news publishers continue to suffer from an economic 
 
1 Some news stories may have started off as local stories but then had larger implications at a grander scale (national or 
international). Those stories would still be included in the project. 
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crisis exacerbated by the pandemic. The coronavirus itself is a local news story, affecting 
communities across the United States differently and showing why local news has perhaps never 
been more important to people who need timely, factual information on local conditions in their 
communities. This project further demonstrated the need for local news by detailing—
historically—the role of local journalism in not only disseminating information about communities 




 I owe a great deal of thanks to my advisor, Ximena Gallardo C., for her feedback and 
guidance over the course of my capstone project. Without her kindness, help, and understanding, 
the Local Accountability Journalism Tracker would have never become the project it is today, 
especially given the COVID-19 pandemic. When I struggled to write for the project, Dr. Gallardo 
reminded me of how much I accomplished up to this point in life, not even including the project at 
hand. Her encouragement kept me going even when I felt close to giving up. 
 At one point, Dr. Gallardo reminded me that my project is a good example of something 
that can be executed by a student whose background and interests are in journalism but who is not 
working professionally as a journalist. For that reason, she thought my work would be inspiring to 
journalism students, who would see through my project that becoming a journalist is not the only 
route they can take with their studies. I think I knew that deep down when I began working on the 
project, but it was not until Dr. Gallardo said that to me that it really processed in my mind and 
stuck with me. 
 Additional thanks to the Netflix docuseries, The Trials of Gabriel Fernandez, which served 




 The Local Accountability Journalism Tracker is dedicated to the journalists who work 
tirelessly every day to bring the facts, truth, and news to the public. We would not have half the 
knowledge we have without your work, especially during COVID. Thank you for doing your jobs 
as essential workers, even at the expense of your physical and mental health. I hope for the return 
of normalcy soon, so that the resolve of the public can be strengthened but also so that journalists 
can feel safer as they report on the news every day. 
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A NOTE ON TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
 The Local Accountability Journalism Tracker was published as a website on Tumblr. Users 
are able to filter the tracker’s local news stories by issue area (on the sidebar), as well as by which 




INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 
I’ve always been a firm believer in local news, because it’s an opportunity to connect with 
the community where you live.2 
—David Schuster 
 
The Local Accountability Journalism Tracker was born out of my interest in doing a 
project that highlights local news stories amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Since my time as an 
undergraduate student in the Macaulay Honors program at Brooklyn College, I have been 
interested in journalism as both a practitioner and advocate. I was most captivated by the role and 
power of words in journalism, which made the field exciting to study but also catapulted my time 
as a writer in college. 
At Brooklyn College, I majored in Journalism and Media Studies and spent the first two to 
three years as an undergraduate covering a variety of subjects, including hard news, features, 
entertainment, opinion, and sports. However, I ended up deviating from a “traditional” journalism 
career the summer following my junior year, when I began interning at the nonprofit gun violence 
prevention advocacy group Everytown for Gun Safety. At Everytown, I was a digital intern 
involved in producing web content and building email campaigns for the organization. While 
Everytown as an organization did not have a direct connection to the field of journalism, I 
discovered from my internship that I could make a meaningful impact working in the nonprofit 
sector, and if at the right organization, could simultaneously combine my interests in journalism. 
That mindset took me to my first job out of college, as the communications associate at 
WITNESS, a nonprofit organization that helps people use video and technology to defend human 
rights (what I viewed as a unique mix of citizen journalism and advocacy). I worked at WITNESS 
 
2 “Newspaper Archives,” City of Marshall, Texas, accessed March 15, 2021, 
https://www.marshalltexas.net/388/Newspaper-Archives.  
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for eight months and then moved to the literary and free expression organization PEN America, 
where I am currently the digital communications coordinator. At PEN America, whose work 
includes advocating for journalists and a free press worldwide, I most definitely consider myself 
working in a “journalism support and advocacy” role and now consider myself more an advocate 
for journalism. 
Naturally, for my capstone project I wanted to do something that involved journalism 
advocacy. This endeavor also came one semester after my independent study project for the 
Interactive Technology and Pedagogy certificate program, which detailed the toll of the 
coronavirus pandemic on journalism in the United States and was published on PEN America’s 
website.3 I knew I would not be able to execute an idea at the same scale for M.A. in Liberal 
Studies (MALS) program, but given the pandemic, it would still be meaningful to highlight 
journalism in some manner. The process of ideating my project took some time, however. 
The ultimate inspiration for my project came one weekend in January when I was watching 
The Trials of Gabriel Fernandez on Netflix. I was so enthralled by the role of former Los Angeles 
Times reporter Garrett Therolf in the docuseries. Therolf appeared throughout the series to discuss 
Gabriel’s story and his coverage of it at the time. The Trials of Gabriel Fernandez, with a 
reference to Therolf’s reporting, was also included in the The Local Accountability Journalism 
Tracker. 
While doing research on existing literature and resources that are similar in nature to my 
project, I discovered that The Local Accountability Journalism Tracker would fill a void in terms 
of how the role of local journalism is discussed. With the decline of local journalism in the last 
decade, there has been significant discourse on why local news is important and why we should 
 
3 Journalism and COVID-19: The Toll of a Pandemic, PEN America, last modified January 3, 2021, 
https://pen.org/journalism-and-covid19/.  
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save it. Broadly speaking, it is well-known that local news outlets serve their communities by 
providing factual information and are considered watchdogs that ensure public officials or 
institutions do not step out of line. However, little has been published about the bigger picture of 
local news stories’ impact. I did not find any existing literature or resources that showed, at large, 
what local news stories through the years have covered social issues or criminal activities and have 
led to major accountability or change. 
Over the last decade, literature about the local news crisis has focused on journalism’s shift 
to digital as well as the emergence of blogs and social media platforms. The literature comes 
primarily in two forms: op-eds and “state of the media”-type research reports. Both of these forms 
tend to focus on the importance of local news, rarely going beyond talking broadly about how local 
news helps keep public officials and institutions accountable; the local news crisis in numbers, in 
terms of how many local news outlets have shuttered over a certain time period; and potential 
solutions to the crisis. Few pieces, however, have looked at the full landscape of individual local 
news stories that contributed to major accountability or change. 
For instance, in a piece for Northwestern University’s Local News Initiative, longtime 
journalist Mark Jacob details the crushing impact of technology on local journalism at large—
particularly newspapers—and includes examples, through interviews, of how individual news 
outlets have been coping with significant cutbacks.4 Jacob even discusses initiatives that could 
help revitalize local news, but he fails to identify specific, impactful coverage from the struggling 
news organizations and promising local news initiatives. Meanwhile, PEN America’s 2019 report 
Losing the News documents solutions to the local news crisis and includes three case studies 
 
4 Mark Jacob, “Local News is the 'Biggest Crisis' in Journalism, but a Sustainability Campaign is Underway,” Medill 
Local News Initiative, October 24, 2018, https://localnewsinitiative.northwestern.edu/posts/2018/10/24/local-news-
crisis/. 
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exploring the state of local media in Detroit, Denver, and North Carolina.5 However, rather than 
examining instances where local news stories in those communities succeeded in causing 
accountability or change, the report looks at times when officials or institutions failed to be held 
accountable because the hard-hitting, investigative reporting did not exist. The Pew Research 
Center’s 2019 survey on local news focused elsewhere as well—on the audience of local news 
(Americans) and their news consumption preferences and habits.6 
Even pieces in the last year—published due in large part to the coronavirus pandemic’s 
damaging impact on local journalism—only use a handful of examples of local news stories or 
outlets. For instance, in “The Coronavirus Is Killing Local News,” Steven Waldman and Charles 
Sennott mentioned some local news outlets—“a rural public-radio station” and “a weekly that 
serves a large African American community”—that were struggling due to losses in ad revenue.7 
The op-ed, however, does not detail specific coverage either outlet had that was impactful in their 
respective communities. Additionally, while comprehensive in nature, News Deserts and Ghost 
Newspapers: Will Local News Survive?—a report published by the Hussman School of Journalism 
and Media at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill8—does not reference specific local 
news stories that resulted in accountability or change. The report, similarly to prior research 
reports published by other universities and journalism support organizations, largely centers on the 
 
5 Losing the News: The Decimation of Local Journalism and the Search for Solutions, PEN America, 2019, 
https://pen.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Losing-the-News-The-Decimation-of-Local-Journalism-and-the-Search-
for-Solutions-Report.pdf. 
6 For Local News, Americans Embrace Digital but Still Want Strong Community Connection, Pew Research Center, 
March 26, 2019, https://www.journalism.org/2019/03/26/for-local-news-americans-embrace-digital-but-still-want-
strong-community-connection/. 
7 Charles Sennott and Steven Waldman, “The Coronavirus Is Killing Local News,” The Atlantic, March 25, 2020, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/coronavirus-killing-local-news/608695/. 
8 Penelope Muse Abernathy, News Deserts and Ghost Newspapers: Will Local News Survive? UNC Hussman School 
of Journalism and Media, 2020, https://www.usnewsdeserts.com/reports/news-deserts-and-ghost-newspapers-will-
local-news-survive/. 
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media landscape, local journalism’s challenges due to technology, and how local news can adapt in 
order to live on. 
When literature does focus on specific local news stories that had impact, often it provides 
little detail or context about specific local news stories, or it is narrowly focused on a particular 
time period or news outlet. For example, the resource most similar to my project in nature, the 
News Media Alliance’s “Index of Impactful News,” is essentially a list of aggregated local news 
stories without any information about what the stories covered or what were the outcomes.9 
Examples of a narrow focus include the aggregation of 13 impactful local news stories done by the 
Knight Foundation near the end of 2019, 10 and by Buzzfeed News of 24 local news stories in 
2019.11 In terms of articles that focused on just one news organization: ProPublica detailed several 
of its stories that had impact in state governments across the United States,12 while syracuse.com13 
and the Honolulu Civil Beat14 respectively published articles that listed their stories that made a 
difference in 2019. 
There is no doubt that local journalism in the United States is important, and its existence is 
under threat—this is demonstrated already through existing literature. However, going one step 
further is understanding the qualitative impact of individual local news stories and the role that 
 
9 “Index of Impactful News,” News Media Alliance, accessed March 15, 2021, 
https://www.newsmediaalliance.org/research-and-tools/news-impact-index/. 
10 Mark Glaser, “13 Local News Stories and Series that Made a Difference in 2019,” Knight Foundation, December 
16, 2019, https://knightfoundation.org/articles/13-local-news-stories-and-series-that-made-a-difference-in-2019/. 
11 Joshua Stearns, “Opinion: 24 Great Local News Stories From 2019,” Buzzfeed News, December 21, 2019, 
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/joshuastearns/opinion-24-great-local-news-stories-from-2019. 
12 Charles Ornstein, “Local Accountability Journalism Still Has a Huge Impact,” ProPublica, January 30, 2020, 
https://www.propublica.org/article/local-accountability-journalism-still-has-a-huge-impact. 
13 Advance Media NY Editorial Board, “Local news matters: Stories that made a difference in 2019 (Editorial).” 
syracuse.com, December 29, 2019, https://www.syracuse.com/opinion/2019/12/local-news-matters-stories-that-made-
a-difference-in-2019-editorial.html. 
14 Landess Cole, “14 Civil Beat Stories That Made A Difference in 2019,” Honolulu Civil Beat, December 27, 2019, 
https://www.civilbeat.org/2019/12/14-civil-beat-stories-that-made-a-difference-in-2019/. 
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these stories played in institutional accountability or change. The Local Accountability Journalism 
Tracker showcases just that. 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF PROJECT 
Choosing a Website Platform 
 
 After settling on the project idea, I wanted to test out different website platforms to see 
which one would best serve the purposes of the tracker and to demonstrate a proof of concept. As 
someone whose job involves managing a website (and from prior experiences), I was already 
familiar with several website platforms. Still, it can be a challenge to decide on a website platform 
until numerous are tested specifically for the task at hand. To have a good variety but not too many 
platforms to scope, I decided to try out WordPress, Wix, and Tumblr—all platforms I have used in 
the past. 
 I ruled out WordPress and Wix after discovering that I would have to spend a lot of time 
manually downloading and uploading the image of each local news story due to the shortcomings 
of both platforms. Additionally, the theme and design options were limited in terms of how I 
wanted the website to look. On the other hand, I discovered that Tumblr—despite generally being 
thought of as a microblogging and social networking platform—fit the bill in terms of elements 
and functionalities I desired for the tracker. The biggest draw to Tumblr was the “Link” post type: 
 
Figure 1. Screenshot of the seven distinct post types that are allowed on Tumblr. 
The “Link” post type on Tumblr allows you to copy and paste any URL from the web to 
serve as the basis of your post. What is especially great about the “Link” post type is that from 
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whichever link you’ve inputted, it would automatically pull the link’s featured image (if 
applicable) and title. If desired, you could add additional text to your post, which would appear 
below the link’s featured image and title. I viewed this as a sleek way to feature the local news 
stories that the website would highlight, in addition to inputting my write-ups about each local 
news story as part of the posts. I also liked that Tumblr makes it really easy to add tags to each 
post that you publish. Generally, tags on Tumblr make it easier for readers to find posts about a 
specific topic on your blog. For the project, I viewed tags as a way to further classify the local 
news stories by issue area and which stories can be read or watched—classification methods that 
the final product ended up following. 
8  
 
Figure 2. Screenshot of the back-end of one of the project’s posts on Tumblr. 
Tracking and Narrowing Down Local News Stories 
 Having local news stories to highlight makes up the bulk of the project, so it was important 
for me to have an efficient and organized way to track the stories. From a previous project and 
from work, I was already familiar with Notion, an application/“all-in-one workspace.” The app 
9  
offers a variety of components, including notes, databases, Kanban boards,15 wikis, calendars, and 
reminders. I generally think of Notion as a tool that allows for the creation of fancier spreadsheets 
(compared to Microsoft Excel and Google Sheets) and that makes it easy to filter based on 
spreadsheet fields/columns and create custom views. 
 
Figure 3. Screenshot of the different views on the Notion workspace at one stage of the project. 
 
 
Figure 4. Screenshot of the filters set for the “Table view (stories to include only)” view on the Notion workspace. 
The Notion workspace I created and used for the project is public,16 so it is available to 
future students for reference. My writing in this section will refer to several fields, views, etc. that 
were used in the Notion workspace. To get started and organized on the workspace, I added fields I 
felt would be relevant information to have about each local news story. These fields included the 
title, publication date, news outlet(s), reporter(s), other relevant work,17 medium, location, issue 
 
15 Kanban boards are used to help visualize work. They depict work at various stages of a process, using cards to 
represent work items and columns to represent each stage of the process. 
16 Sandy Mui, “Local News and Accountability,” Notion, 
https://www.notion.so/561061825d9f457ba6bec240c86feeea?v=0a6bc6b5f2434d0b8c465e6b54495515.  
17 As I tracked local news stories on the Notion workspace, I discovered that some stories were not limited to just an 
10  
area, and link. I then began to add local news stories to the workspace, filling out the fields 
accordingly. 
 To limit the project’s scope, I added local news stories to the workspace until I hit one 
hundred. I found these stories through a combination of prior knowledge and articles, literature, or 
other resources that have curated impactful U.S.-based local news stories (described in this paper’s 
Introduction & Description of Problem and Selected Bibliography sections). This initial part was 
done more loosely, just based on any stories that seemed like they could’ve been impactful but 
would require further research on my end. Then, I did research for each individual story to check 
off which ones met all four criteria for my project. To streamline the process and to efficiently 
keep track of which stories met all four criteria, I added four checkbox columns to the workspace, 
with each column representing one of the specific criteria. The “List view” on the workspace made 
it easy to check off the boxes for each story. 
 
Figure 5. Screenshot of the Notion workspace’s “List view” with five of the tracked local news stories. 
After checking the criteria for all one hundred tracked stories, I was left with sixty-one 
stories,18 which I then narrowed down to fifty (what I set as my goal for the project). My ultimate 
goal was to ensure featured stories are diverse in subject areas and geographic locations across the 
 
article. For example, Michelle McNamara began covering the Golden State Killer for Los Angeles Magazine, but her 
book detailing her experiences reporting on the Golden State Killer was later published posthumously and HBO 
published a docuseries on McNamara’s quest. The “Other Relevant Work” field served the purpose for these instances 
where a local news story began as just one article but transformed into further coverage through other mediums, or if 
an article was accompanied by other coverage through other mediums from the news outlet (e.g., video, documentary, 
etc.). 
18 Please refer to the “Table view (stories that meet the criteria only)” view on the workspace for the 61 stories that met 
the project’s criteria. 
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United States, so that was the framework I used as I decided which eleven stories to eliminate. The 
fifty stories included in the tracker are contained in the “Table view (stories to include only)” view 
on the workspace and are filtered through another checkbox field I added, for “Include?” 
 
Doing the Local News Story Write-Ups and Website Text 
To first get a sense of writing style and receive feedback from my advisor, I started by 
doing write-ups on just five of the stories that were confirmed for inclusion in the project. I 
discovered that a general format I could follow was basic information (i.e., publication date, news 
outlet, reporter, and location) about the local news story, then one paragraph detailing the subject 
of the local news story, and concluding with one paragraph about the change or accountability that 
came after the story’s publication.19 If any stories included other relevant work such as a watchable 
component (e.g., video, documentary, film, etc.) or a book, then there would need to be an 
additional couple of sentences describing that work.20 
Additionally, when researching impactful local news stories, I found externally published 
information about some stories, but the stories themselves did not seem to be available online 
presumably due to the time period and/or lack of digitization efforts at the time of publication. 
Although these stories were not readily available online, I wanted to ensure the tracker could be as 
representative as possible and include stories published before the height of the digital era. Thus, in 
lieu of each of those stories, I featured a secondary source that detailed the impactful reporting. I 
also included a disclaimer at the top, in italicized text, for these write-ups. This applied to three 
stories in the tracker, and an example is shown in the screenshot below. 
 
19 This initial format changed slightly after feedback from my advisor to break up paragraphs more. However, the 
format of most write-ups still followed information about the story itself, then information about the accountability or 
change. 
20 The only exception was the write-up for “The Journalist and the Murderers,” which already described the relevant 
book in the introductory paragraph. 
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Figure 6. Screenshot of a portion of the write-up for a secondary source included in the tracker. 
Initially, I was doing the write-ups on a Google Doc, but then I realized that it would make 
more sense to do the write-ups on Notion. During the news story gathering and researching phase 
of my project, I had pasted any text and links relevant to the “outcome” of each story in the 
corresponding Notion page. Having these relevant “outcome” text and links on each Notion page 
was helpful because I was able to store this additional information without having it clutter the 
items displayed in the table views. 
13  
 
Figure 7. Screenshot of the Notion page for one tracked local news story. 
 For the write-ups, it was more convenient already having all the tracked “outcome” 
information on these Notion pages. I also found it less distracting than Google Docs because in a 
specific Notion page, I could stay focused on that particular local news story write-up I was 
working on. So even though the Google Doc served as a repository of all the write-ups, Notion 
served my goals better for doing the individual write-ups. 
 In terms of the cadence of doing the write-ups, after the first five write-ups, I did an 
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additional five and while doing so, kept my advisor’s feedback on writing style21 in mind. 
Miscellaneous website text for the About Us, FAQ, and Contact Us pages was also done while I 
worked on the first ten local news story write-ups. The remaining forty write-ups were done over a 
period of four days (averaging ten per day). 
Overall, I found that the write-ups were easier to do as I did more of them and got into the 
“flow” of doing them each day. As a result, however, I felt that some of the earliest write-ups 
could be improved after my first go at writing them. There was a total of five write-ups I flagged 
for tweaking, including the ones my advisor pointed out in her first round of feedback, after all 
fifty were written. 
 
Choosing a Tumblr Theme 
 At the same time I was working on the local news story write-ups, I was also scoping 
Tumblr themes and gauging which could work well for the website. I knew that I wanted a theme 
that would display “Link” posts neatly and properly with the featured image and title. Other 
features I desired were a grid layout and infinite scrolling, so I based my search for themes on all 
of these elements.  
The main challenge I discovered with Tumblr themes is that you cannot really tell how a 
theme will look on your website unless you try it out. Even in previews of the theme that are 
provided on Tumblr, you cannot tell if it will function perfectly for your specific website. My 
project was unique in that I would only be using the “Link” post type on Tumblr, which made 
finding a theme even more difficult because many Tumblr themes are not coded with the specific 
intention of supporting the “Link” post type well and aesthetically. 
 
21 My advisor noticed that in my first five write-ups, I used too many em dashes and also a semicolon incorrectly. For 
the remaining write-ups, I limited my usage of em dashes and was cognizant of the correct usage of a semicolon. 
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Before getting deep into the project, I had already gotten started on Tumblr with a few local 
news stories and Lorem ipsum text as placeholders. This was just to demonstrate a proof of 
concept and to determine the viability of the tracker, in terms of whether I felt comfortable enough 
executing on it over the next few months. For the proof of concept, I tried several Tumblr themes 
and landed on the theme titled “Minimalism.”22 
 
22 “Minimalism theme,” Tumblr, https://www.tumblr.com/theme/39633.  
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Figure 8. Screenshot of the project’s proof of concept using the “Minimalism” theme on Tumblr. 
 With the “Minimalism” theme, I liked the grid layout and overall thought the stories were 
displayed cleanly on the website. However, I did not like that the font was so small, and my 
advisor also pointed out that the neon blue font color for links and tags did not align well with the 
look and feel of the project. A major challenge with Tumblr themes is that they are often not that 
customizable because features and elements are hard coded into the themes. I did not think it 
17  
would be the worst option if I ended up needing to use the “Minimalism” theme for the website, 
but I remained open to other options. 
 After scoping and testing out other themes, I found a 
Tumblr theme titled “Elise,”23 a different grid theme that is what 
the final product uses. The theme offers a lot of customization, 
which makes the back-end somewhat confusing but also provides 
greater flexibility. For instance, one of the theme’s features I was 
instantly drawn to was the tags that could be displayed on the 
sidebar. I viewed this as a way I could allow visitors of the site to 
filter the local news stories by issue area, and this feature is 
deployed on the final product. 
 Contrasting the “Minimalism” theme, the “Elise” theme does not support displaying other 
pages24 as individual items in the menu. The menu in the “Elise” theme is built around having 
 
23 “Elise theme,” Tumblr, https://www.tumblr.com/theme/38712.  
24 On The Local Accountability News Tracker, this refers to the About Us, FAQ, and Contact Us pages. 
Figure 10. Screenshot of a few of the 
“toggle” customization options on the 
“Elise” Tumblr theme. 
Figure 9. Screenshot of the tags widget on the website’s sidebar. 
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dropdowns, and as a result, I had to work around that aspect. My workaround solution was to loop 
the other pages under a broad “About” in the menu. I did find the dropdown functionality helpful 
for a different part of the menu, however—this allowed me to position “Stories You Can…” right 
next to “About” in the menu, and the dropdown options there were for “Read” and “Watch” 
(linking to those respective tag pages so users can see all the stories with a readable or watchable 
component). 
 
Figure 11. Screenshot of the menu on the website, hovering over “Stories You Can…” 
 
Getting the Write-Ups onto the Website 
 All fifty write-ups were complete by March 3. In the project prospectus, I had laid out a 
schedule for getting the write-ups onto the website through a methodical approach. I ended up 
following that schedule, which made the workload much more manageable. 
Deadline Task 
March 3 All text drafted for local news story write-ups and miscellaneous web text. 
Begin getting content (25 percent) onto the website. 
March 17 Continue getting content (50 percent) onto the website. 
March 24 Get remaining content onto the website. 
Table 1. Deadlines and tasks for drafting website content and getting it onto the website. 
 As I detailed earlier in the “Doing the Local News Story Write-Ups” section, five write-ups 
were done at the onset of the project to gauge writing style and format. However, I also used these 
five write-ups to gauge how they would look as posts on the website. This is how I discovered 
several issues that down the line, I was grateful to nip in the bud early on. For example, I noticed 
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that the write-ups needed to be manually coded in HTML for any stylized text (i.e., bolded, 
italicized, or underlined text and hyperlinks) because copying and pasting from Google Docs or 
Notion caused styling issues on the Tumblr post editor. Every post on the website has stylized text, 
so the manual coding became additional work to have in mind before publishing a post on the 
website. 
I also noticed from the beginning that the inline 
hyperlinks were too distracting if they remained in blue 
font. Some write-ups included many inline hyperlinks, 
and I felt having them in blue font would detract from 
the main things users should be clicking on, which are 
the featured stories and watch or buy links (where 
applicable). To make the inline hyperlinks less 
distracting, I changed the font color to black but kept the 
text underlined to indicate to users that the text is 
Additionally, after moving the website from the 
“Minimalism” theme to the “Elise” theme, I realized that 
for some reason, any hyperlinked text was not 
automatically underlined and was not automatically set 
to open in a new tab. Thus, after the theme change, I had 
to go back into any posts that were already on the 
website and manually add underlines to the hyperlinks, as well as set the hyperlinks to open in a 
new tab. 
Figure 12. Screenshot of part of a local news story 
and its write-up on the website. 
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 Setting up the tag classification system and 
adding tags to individual posts were other 
challenges that came up once I started getting the 
posts onto the website in bulk. In terms of the tag 
classification system, I liked that the sidebar of the 
“Elise” theme supports a tags widget. However, 
the theme capped the number of tags that can be 
displayed at fifteen. That meant I had to 
recategorize many of the featured local news 
stories to ensure the issue areas I was using as tags 
would not exceed fifteen. In terms of tags on 
individual posts, I made sure each post was tagged 
with its issue area(s), as well as “read” or “watch” 
(where applicable). Additional tags for posts came on a case-by-case basis, depending on what the 
local news stories covered and whether the tags have been popularly used on Tumblr (determined 
by what was autopopulating as I typed into the tags bar). 
 After getting half of the project’s write-ups onto the website, my advisor commented on the 
length of the paragraphs. As I mentioned in the “Doing the Local News Story Write-Ups and 
Website Text” section, the initial format for the write-ups was one paragraph covering the subject 
of the story, followed by one paragraph detailing the accountability or change that resulted from 
the story. Written in that format, many of the write-ups had extremely long paragraphs that would 
make them difficult to read on mobile. Subsequently, I decided to break up the paragraphs more 
for the twenty-five write-ups I had already gotten onto the website. Additionally, for the remaining 
half that needed to be posted on the website in the final stage, I kept the lengthiness of the 
Figure 13. Screenshot of recommended, “popular” tags 
autopopulating in the tags bar with a couple of keywords 
entered. 
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paragraphs in mind and adjusted the write-ups accordingly. 
 To see an annotated local news story write-up, please visit the Appendix. 
 
EVALUATION AND CONTINUATION OF PROJECT 
 Highlighting the impact of U.S.-based local news stories amid the COVID-19 pandemic 
was the goal and impetus of The Local Accountability Journalism Tracker. I felt my project 
accomplished that goal through the write-ups of each featured local news story that discussed the 
story’s subject and outcome. The format of these write-ups also contrasted existing literature on 
the impact of local journalism, which barely scratched the surface of qualitatively detailing how 
local news stories led to institutional accountability or change because they mainly only included 
op-eds and “state of the media”-type research reports. Additionally, given that the tracker features 
local news stories as old as 1986 and as recent as 2020, it is evident that local journalism has 
historically been vital to disseminating information about communities and in upholding our 
democracy. 
The stories discussed in my project were also diverse in geographic locations and subject 
areas. To make the project as varied and representative as possible, I researched stories stretching 
all across the United States, including areas that are not part of the contiguous United States so that 
the tracker now features stories that cover a little more than half of U.S. states25 and Puerto Rico. 
This variety extends to the fifteen issue areas (tags on the sidebar of the website) even though 
some of the issue areas have more stories than others. For example, the fourteen stories tagged 
with “Crime” cover different crimes, from murder to child abuse, to sexual abuse, to rape/sexual 
 
25 Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, 
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, and Wisconsin. 
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assault. 
 By design, the tracker was created with a modular approach, factoring in the timeline and 
available resources for the capstone project. However, its modular nature means I can also 
continue to build on the project. Given that local news stories are published every day and have 
been published for centuries, this project is timeless and can continue to grow in scope. There is 
more work to be done, but for now, the tracker is a good start at showcasing local news stories that 
cover an array of subjects and geographic locations. 
 The Local Accountability Journalism Tracker was also established as a project that 
connects advocacy with journalism, and it will be a noteworthy highlight on my portfolio and 
résumé. Upon completion of my master’s, I would like to complete write-ups of the eleven local 
news stories that met the criteria of the project but had to be excluded for MALS due to my set 
maximum of fifty stories. Although these stories were not included in the first iteration of the 
project, I feel it is important to add them because each story is unique and held meaning to the 
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